
Let us buy you a TV! 

We are asking for your help in recommending candidates to us and have decided to add an 

additional range of incentives including a 

TV, flying lessons, a spa day, a Galaxy Note 

10.1, a PS3, a Wii U and Selfridges 

vouchers if you refer candidates who 

ultimately obtain any of the following 

positions. 

We are currently recruiting for the 

Biotechnology and Chemistry departments 

of a major private practice firm of Patent 

Attorneys based in London. They have 

enjoyed a significant uptake in work and 

are therefore intending to increase the 

size of both departments by between 2 and 3 attorneys each. They are interested in speaking to 

people across a wide range of experience from part qualified to newly qualified and also more 

experienced attorneys with 1-4 years post qualified experience. 

The firm deals with most of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world and the vast majority 

of the top ten biotechnology companies. They are well known for dealing with high volumes of 

contentious work as well as delivering a more strategic, commercial advice led approach to their 

clients. They encourage all attorneys to be involved heavily in building relationships with clients and 

given the volume of work coming in, can offer a great deal of variety (and to some extent interest-

led ‘cherry picking’, enabling you to get the portfolio you want). 

If Biotechnology and Chemistry isn't your speciality then we have another trick up our sleeve, we are 

now actively recruiting for Engineers of the Mechanical or Electronics variety nationally. There are 

opportunities in the South-West, Yorkshire, London and Wales so wherever you are we should be 

able to find something to accommodate your skills. The type of work offered is exciting and includes 

high end contentious issues also offering you the perfect chance to develop your own portfolio of 

clients. 

We also have fantastic In House opportunities for Chemists or Biotechnologists with 1-5 years post 

qualified experience, whether European or UK Qualified, this position will allow you the chance to 

become involved with a global operation. The role is based within the firms respiratory unit and 

offers multi-jurisdictional work and a chance to be a voice in the commercial plan of the IP 

department. The role offers a lot of autonomy and will allow you to have a voice in their commercial 

strategy. 

If any of these positions take either your fancy or you know of someone suitable then please don't 

hesitate in getting in contact with us, contact Pete Fellows or Phillipa Field via 

contact@fellowsandassociates.com or telephone +44 20 7903 5019. 


